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The impressive, yea, most impressive career of the Caped Crusader has now spanned 77 years since his initial inception way, way
back in 1939, by young aspiring artist Bob Kane and his writer friend,
Bill Finger. His popularity was instantaneous and success sure, ever
since he first appeared in the pages of Detective Comics #27 (May,
1939), DC’s flagship anthology title. In all that time, Batman has always
amazed, thrilled and, perhaps most importantly of all, inspired generations of wide-eyed idealistic hearts and minds.
For myself, this is what makes Batman so very special – his unmatched courage, relentless drive and consistent willingness to set aside
his own desires and dreams to become a tour-de-force for good. A living embodiment of justice and righteousness. A beacon of hope, materializing out from the shadows to wage war on crime and corruption in whatsoever form it may take. Perhaps, it is his self-sacrifice each
night that allows him to overcome his deep personal fears and doubts, and this may be the most appealing element to his complex, enigmatic persona. A mortal man, who has become a symbol, an icon of what we may all aspire to ultimately achieve. Diligence personified!
As a young boy, I wanted to be Batman when I grew up. And, even though that possibility and practicality was always far beyond my
reach, the one thing I can do is write about him. HOW COOL BATMAN REALLY IS! Thank you Uncle Bob (Bob Kane), for your kindness
in taking the time to teach and inspire an 11-year old boy about your wonderful creation. God rest you.
All images are © and ™ DC Comics.
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in rarefied air, upon the very peak of the pinnacle of success.
They have starred in their main respective titles, Action Comics/ Superman and Detective Comics/ Batman, which have run
for more than seven decades now. Both are mythic. Heroes
who have transcended the medium that birthed them to become part of our very culture itself - American icons par excellence! And ironically, even though Superman was the first,
foremost and most important of all superheroes, Batman would
eventually ascend even above the Man of Steel in popularity.
Batman is the creation of artist Bob Kane, with aid from his
writer-friend, Bill Finger. In his autobiography Batman and
Me, Kane explained, “One day I called Bill [Finger] and said, ’I
have a new character called the Bat-Man and I’ve made some
crude, elementary sketches I’d like you to look at.’ He came
over and I showed him the drawings. At the time, I only had a
small domino mask, like the one Robin later wore, on Batman’s
face. Bill said, ‘Why not make him look more like a bat and
put a hood on him, and take the eyeballs out and just put slits
for eyes to make him look more mysterious?’ At this point, the
Bat-Man wore a red union suit; the wings, trunks, and mask
were black. I thought that red and black would be a good combination. Bill said that the costume was too bright: ‘Color it dark
gray to make it look more ominous.’

Batman was different. Whereas Superman was more impressive, Batman was far more fascinating. Superman dominated
the day, but Batman ruled the night. Darkly clad in nocturnal
hues of blue-black and gray, this grim avenger of the twilight
would silently materialize out from the shadows to stalk his
prey across moonlight rooftops and through the fog-laden
alleyways of Gotham with a frightening relentlessness, reminiscent of the bloody pulp heroes that had preceded him - a
laconic loner, working outside the law on the lunatic fringe of
reality and reason. His earliest tales were totally engrossing,
written with amazing flair and insightful sophistication, while
simultaneously graced with gripping passionate primal artwork
that perfectly complemented the heavy mood of mystery and
suspense. These stories seized the reader’s attention as none
had dared before, with an unabashed boldness that simply refused to let go, and are considered by many as the finest stories ever published during the Golden-Age. So utterly unforgettable, in the fact that they set and established the ideal tone for
the character henceforth. While both heroes were emphatically
good by fighting for righteousness sake, Superman in his inherent benevolence, might grant mercy and grace unto his foes.
Batman offered naught but judgment. They were black and
white. Night and day. The yin and yang. Lightning had struck
twice for DC, as these two titans stood stalwart and unmovable
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in panel-to-panel format. Impressive impactful images that the
ravenous readers found totally irresistible. The Batman was just
SO DAMN COOL! Kane and his talented team were fully, “in
the zone” during this remarkable early and most pivotal period.
The “Bat-Man” (as he was originally called in the very early
days), made his debut in Detective Comics #27 (May, 1939)
in the six-page story, “The Case of the Chemical Syndicate,”
written by Finger with artwork by Kane. In Steranko’s History of
Comics #1, Finger explained, “My first script was a takeoff on
a Shadow story. But I didn’t want Batman to be a superman;
I wanted Batman to be hurt. Everything he did was based on
athletics, on using his astute wits and acute observations.
“I patterned my style of writing Batman after the Shadow. Also
after the old Warner Bros. movies, the gangster movies with
Jimmy Cagney, George Raft, [Humphrey] Bogart. I always
liked that kind of dramatic point of view. It was completely pulp
style. Sometimes I overdid it, writing phrases like ‘Night mantles the City.’ But, somehow, it all seemed to work.”
Then editor Vincent Sullivan made an unexpected move by
hiring his school friend to script Batman, a young lawyer who
enjoyed writing by the name of Gardner Fox. Fox wrote (at
least) the next six issues - Detective Comics #29-34 - introducing several important characters and key elements to the
The cape looked like two stiff bat wings attached to his arms.
As Bill and I talked, we realized that these wings would get
cumbersome when Bat-Man was in action, and changed them
into a cape, scalloped to look like bat wings when he was fighting or swinging down on a rope. We felt we had a winner.”
Indeed they did! More than either one could possibly fathom.
In essence, Batman has basically looked the same since his inception, with only minor alterations to his unique costume from
time to time. This is an extremely important factor in the longevity of the character – his unique and utterly mesmerizing appearance. His presence may have struck terror in the hearts of
criminals, but it likewise totally transfixed the reader with those
elongated bat-ears and magnificent bat-scalloped cape, which
would unfurl during the action to resemble a pair of huge black
bat wings – the most vivid examples of this would be the covers of Detective Comics #27, #29, #31 and #35. Kane’s artwork
during this early period is flat out spectacular, strong and bold
with heavy blacks and infused with a raw primal power that perfectly penetrates to the core essence of the character like none
has since. The long, foreboding shadows that dominated this
somber theatre, the dramatic lighting and the heavy nocturnal
aura provided the ideal tone for the strip with an uneasy sense
of imposing dread and impending doom that kept the readers
on the very edge of their seats. Kane was producing film noir
4

In an interview conducted by Richard Morrissey for Amazing Heroes #113 (March 15, 1987), Fox reminisced, “I know
I [wrote] ‘Batman Meets Dr. Death’ (Detective Comics #29-30).
There was a lot of plot in the Batman stories, true. But, I always
felt the reader got cheated if we didn’t give him a good story
with plenty of suspense, instead of just loading the pages with
action panels. So I always strove for suspense together with as
much human interest as I could slide into the allotted pages.”
Kane’s inspired artwork for the cover of Detective Comics #31
(Sept., 1939), represents perhaps the most famous image ever
executed in the entire 77-year history of Batman. It remains
to this very day a remarkable and timeless piece that always
strikes a cord with the onlooker, branding the reader with an
indelible impression of the Batman as he looms majestically
over a remote ancient castle, while his evil arch-adversary,
the Monk carries a beautiful blonde victim to her uncertain
fate. Around this time, a young talented artist named Sheldon
“Shelly” Moldoff was hired on by Kane to assist on the strip.

mythos such as the hero’s first two “name” villains; Doctor
Death and the supernaturally sinister Monk - Batman’s very
first costumed super-villain. He also had Batman utilize his
utility belt, the Bat-Gyro (first Batplane), the Batarang and introduced Bruce Wayne’s very first love interest, fiancée Julie
Madison. All proved to be significant contributions and key,
recurring elements throughout the entire history of the hero.

However, at this point Batman needed an explanation of how
he came to be, thus, the classic origin story was inserted into
Detective Comics #33 (Nov., 1939). A young Bruce Wayne
looked on helplessly as his parents were gunned down in cold
blood before his eyes. This tragic event marked his very soul,
forever altering the purpose and course of his life. Then, a
distraught orphan vowed by candlelight, “And I swear by the
spirits of my parents to avenge their deaths by spending the
rest of my life warring on all criminals.” Bruce spent the next 15
years preparing himself for this monumental task by becoming
a master scientist and training his body to physical perfection.
Lo, and behold THE BATMAN was born!
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The 1940’s proved to be a decade of booming fame and fortune for Batman. The collaboration between this terrific trio of
Kane, Finger and Robinson produced some of the greatest
stories and long lasting characters of the entire Golden-Age.
An unprecedented and watershed event occurred when
Detective Comics #38 (April, 1940) was released, with the
origin and first appearance of Robin, the Boy Wonder. Batman’s world would be forever altered with the arrival of this
young acrobat, sporting an ear-to-ear smile, who bounced
from panel-to-panel like a bright bolt of pure joyous energy.
Robin was the very first side-kick introduced in comic books
and proved to be the perfect complementary partner for the
more grim and sombre Batman. The DYNAMIC DUO was born!
With the ever rising popularity of the character, demand was
waxing for more stories and so, DC decided to award Batman
his very own title. In the Spring of 1940, Batman #1 was on the
stands, ready for consumption by a voracious public. This debut issue introduced two of Batman’s greatest arch-enemies,
The Joker and the Cat (Catwoman). And now, a whole herd
of bat-baddies began to plague the Caped Crusader such as
the Penguin, Two-face, the Scarecrow and the Riddler. George
Roussos was hired on by Kane as an inker and letterer to help
keep the Bat-Bullpen stay current on this hectic schedule. Soon
thereafter, Dick Sprang came on board as a main penciler.
The Bat Bullpen hit pay dirt here! They touched upon a tireless
theme that would penetrate deep down, to the very core of
our psyches – the fear and pain of unrecoverable loss and the
ultimate desire for the retribution of ultimate justice! This origin,
perhaps the most famous in all of comicdom, showed plainly that
Batman was one of us. He was a mortal man of flesh and blood.
He could be hurt physically, as well as mentally and emotionally. We could relate to him…for we were him. This undeniable
elementary factor is one of the primary pillars by which his
legend has stood stalwart and unmovable and has flourished
for over 77 years. Both Finger and Fox claim credit for writing
this origin, yet since no known records exist from this very early
period, we may never know which one it was for sure. I lean toward Fox, since he was writing the strip at this precise period.
Kane then recruited his second assistant, a green 17-year old
freshman college student named Jerry Robinson. Robinson’s
raw artistic talent was evident and his skills soon blossomed
beautifully. His style was different, more free-flowing and fluid
and lighter in mood, which seemed to complement his mentor’s darker, more serious and rigid take. Robinson’s rendering
was refreshingly polished, more anatomically correct, accented with a more complex and aesthetically pleasing design.
Batman was becoming much more glamorous, as he slowly
materialized out from the shadows and into the spotlight.
6
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the years 1967-68. During this significant stint, Moldoff would
be instrumental in co-creating the characters which would become known as The Batman Family. Batwoman (Kathy Kane)
was introduced in Detective Comics #233 (July, 1956), written by Edmond Hamilton and the original Batgirl (Betty Kane)
in Batman #139 (April, 1961), with the script by Finger. Ace
the Bat-Hound debuted in Batman #92 (June, 1955), with
script by Finger, along with the ever mischievous Bat-Mite in
Detective Comics #267 (May, 1959), again written by Finger.
In an interview conducted by Bill Schelly for Alter Ego Vol. 2 #5
(Summer, 1989), Moldoff recalled these days, “Any villain or
character that came into the story was usually brought in by the
writer. I would create the visual part of it. I created the visual.
I did the costume. I decided what the Batwoman and many
other characters looked like.”
Late in 1963, protocol at the DC offices was about to be shaken up as never before, since sales on Batman and Detective
Comics had slumped to the point that DC head, Irwin Donenfeld was considering cancelling the titles. God forbid! Detective
Comics had a circulation of around 265,000 copies per issue
in 1962, which was considered dismal and an improvement
had to be made. He turned to his two aces, editor Julius “Julie”

In 1943, Kane was contacted by McClure Syndicate to produced a Batman Daily and Sunday strip. Also in 1943, Columbia Pictures released the first serial entitled, Batman and Robin – Dr. Drake and the Slaves of the Rising Sun, that starred
Lewis Wilson and Douglas Croft. The studio followed this up
in 1949 with The New Adventures of Batman and Robin, that
featured Robert Lowery and Johnny Duncan.
When key artist Jerry Robinson departed the Bat-team in
1947, Kane hired his next major “Ghost” artist, Lew Sayre
Schwartz who stayed on the strip until 1953. Schwartz penciled the classic cover and tragic origin tale of the Joker in
Detective Comics #168 (Feb., 1951) entitled, “The Man Behind the Red Hood.” In an excellent interview titled, “The
Rediscovered Schwartz” conducted by Will Murray for the
Comic Book Marketplace #104 (July, 2003), Schwartz explained, “Bob’s contract (with DC) called for 12 stories.
Anything that carried Bob Kane’s name from mid-1947
to ’53 was probably my pencils. Because I did everything.
Bob considered himself a factory manager. Batman was a
product. And Bob’s job was to general manage that product.”
In 1953, Kane’s very first assistant and friend, Shelly Moldoff
returned as the main Batman artist, staying on the strip all the
way up until Kane’s contract with DC expired sometime during
8

Schwartz and artist Carmine Infantino, assigning them the task
of renovating Batman just as they had done with the Flash in
Showcase #4 (Oct., 1956). This duo released the “New Look”
Batman in Detective Comics #327 (May, 1964), that mainly
consisted of Batman’s iconic black Bat logo on his chest being encircled within a yellow oval – reminiscent of the Bat-Signal – along with the more modern, sleeker looking artwork
style, which was Infantino’s trademark. The interested reader
is referred to the excellent book, The Batcave Companion by
Michael Eury and Michael Kronenberg (TwoMorrows Publ.,
2009), for a further in-depth look into this subject. This popular
“New Look” was portrayed in the campy and kooky Batman TV
series, which aired for three seasons (1966-1968) on ABC and

starred Adam West as Batman and Burt Ward as Robin. This
series conjured forth the super-hype phenomena known as,
“BATMANIA.” In an interview conducted by Michael Eury titled,
“The Man Who Redesigned Batman” Infantino recalled, “This
is ours, it’s new and we’re going to live or die on this thing, Julie
and I. And it worked. Batman was coming back. In fairness, we
were bringing it back. When the [TV] show burst open, it was
selling 98%, 99% sales in those days. A million copies, a million and a half copies; they sold amazing. Lots of money was
pouring in and we still got the regular page rates. Thirty dollars
a page in those days.” Nonetheless, very soon the hype of the
TV craze faded and the Batman books methodically slipped
back into the doldrums of mediocrity and sluggish sales.
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And then came forth the living legend himself, Neal Adams.
Adams was a daring young artist of extraordinary talent and
vision, who harbored the unorthodox, yet brilliant concept of
returning Batman back to the night, just as Kane and Finger
had originally envisioned the character. Since editor Schwartz
had denied his repeated requests to illustrate the main Batman title, Adams began his legendary contribution in the pages of The Brave and the Bold, a Batman team-up title edited
by Murray Boltinoff. Adams’ dramatic and realistic illustrative
style was absolutely perfect for the Batman and the stubborn
Schwartz was soon deluged with fan mail, forcing him to ask
his ace artist, “Why are all these letters saying the only [good]
Batman at DC Comics is in Brave and the Bold?” The readers had spoken, the heavens opened and Schwartz awarded
Adams Batman. Denny O’Neil was hired to write the stories.
These two super-talents were ideal to bring Batman back to his
roots – the grim glory of his inception and the gritty reality of the
mean streets of Gotham City. Some of the highlights of this collaboration include the Ra’s Al Ghul saga told in Batman #232,
243-244 (June, 1971/ Aug.- Sept., 1972), and the classic story, “The Joker’s Five-Way Revenge!” in Batman #251 (Sept.,
1973). O’Neil and Adams literally made history here, cementing their legends in the Batman mythos with unforgettable stories of such magnitude and influence, that they are celebrated and lauded as masterpieces to this very day. In essence,
Neal Adams saved Batman - the right man at the right time!
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Many artists would exercise their talents on Batman during the
1970’s, some of the more notable ones being Nick Cardy, Walt
Simonson, Irv Novick, Ernie Chan and Jim Aparo, whose artwork was cut from the Neal Adams’ style. Aparo would serve
as the main artist on The Brave and the Bold, as well as covers
and an occasional storyline such as the “Bat Murders” in Detective Comics #444-448 (Jan.-June, 1975). In 1977, seasoned
writer Steve Englehart and newcomer artist Marshall Rogers

were assigned a short stint on Detective Comics, which would
prove to be most magnificent. It began in issue #471 (July,
1977), with the reemergence of Professor Hugo Strange, an
adversary who’d been absent from the storylines since the early Golden-Age. Strange was back to his old ways by creating
giant man-monsters, a practice he had begun way, way back
in Batman #1. The evil genius even learned Batman’s secret
identity and planned on selling it to the highest bidder, before
being abducted and ruthlessly beaten bloody by the orders of
Rupert Thorne. The Penguin, Deadshot and the Joker all surfaced during this brief, but brilliant tenure as well as a new
Clayface. A new love interest was introduced, the sophisticated and sexy socialite, Silver St. Cloud. The story arcs were
much more mature, with excellent character development and
Rogers’ wonderful take of the Dark Knight was a genuine ode
to Kane’s original version. The atmosphere was dense, embedded with clandestine schemes and an unsettling mood of
mystery ever at the forefront. Rogers’ art was strong, bold and
sharply angular, as he elongated Batman’s ears as they had
once been and granted him an enlarged cape that seem to
dramatically flow with a life of its very own. This would prove
to be one of the most definitive versions of Batman ever done.
In an interview for Back Issue #51 (Sept., 2011), Englehart
reflected, “I wanted to write Batman because I’d always liked
the character…I wanted to go back to that sort of [1940’s] art
style and Marshall picked up on that. I’d seen various reprints
of the 1940’s Batman stories, and those early strips were very
dark and kind of pulpy. That was the ambience that I wanted
to capture. I was in Europe and I got a package one day. DC
had sent over a collection of all the books and that was the first
time I saw Marshall and Terry’s [Austin] work. I was thrilled!
I thought it was fabulous!”
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The one-shot, DC Special Series #15 Batman Spectacular
(Summer, 1978), is a brilliantly written and wonderfully illustrated comic book that seldom receives any recognition whatsoever. This is a real travesty, since this book (which has no ads) is
jammed packed with three great full feature stories; #1 “Hang
the Batman,” by writer David V. Reed and superb artwork by
Mike Nesser (Netzer), #2 “I Now Pronounce You Batman and
Wife,” written by Denny O’Neil with art by Michael Golden
(a tale that would prove to be very influential), and #3 “Death
strikes at Midnight and Three,” a short story written by O’Neil
and embellished with art by Marshall Rogers.
In the summer of 1978, the Old Town Circle Gallery, located
in sunny San Diego (CA), held a one man show for Batman
creator, Bob Kane that showcased his unique works in watercolor, oils, black and white line drawings and a special series
of newly created, full color lithographs. The show was open for
one month (July 27-Aug. 27), and ran in conjuncture with the
world famous San Diego Comic Convention, that was held at
the El Cortez Hotel in downtown San Diego, from July 26-30th.
The show was a smashing success, receiving a good deal of
press coverage in the local news media.

A brand new and extremely talented illustrator, Don Newton
immediately took over the penciling duties with Batman #305
(Nov., 1978), who would prove to be a tour-de-force artist. His
strong and majestic interpretation of the hero, especially when
Dan Atkins was inking, would become, yet another definitive
version of Batman. His rendition of the Caped Crusader was
tall, impressive and imposing with “muscles upon muscles,” as
Kathy Kane (the original Batwoman) described him with glowing admiration in “The Vengeance Vow” (Detective Comics
#485 - Sept., 1979). Kathy would be murdered by the League
of Assassins, as Batman had to faced-off against the master
martial artist, the Bronze Tiger in this pulse-pounding story,
written with panache by seasoned scribe, Denny O’Neil. Newton would also pencil Batman’s 500th appearance in Detective
Comics #426 (May, 1983), written by Gerry Conway. During
the six years he worked for DC, Newton completed a total of 79
stories for Batman or the Batman Family, before his untimely
death due to a massive heart attack on August 19, 1984. He
was 49 years old. I refer the interested reader to Back Issue
#19 (Dec., 2006), which features a great article by Barry Keller
entitled, “Don Newton: He Showed Us How To Do It Right.”
14
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The decade of the 80’s would see Batman ascend to the
heights of worldwide fame and fortune, which perhaps has
never been equaled by any superhero at any time in history,
including Superman himself. A seemly forgotten, yet superb
three-issue mini-series called, The Untold Legend of the Batman (July-Sept., 1980), started off the decade with a bang!
Wonderfully written with intelligent insights and sublime skill
by Len Wein and illustrated by top talents John Byrne and
Jim Aparo, artists who were at the peak of their performance,
this mini-series proved to be a deeply moving and profound
look at the origins of Batman, Robin, Alfred, their allies and
horde of enemies throughout the past five decades. This was
a very sophisticated story, accented by richly developed character arcs and a well paced plot. The series took Wein nearly
nine months to research and write, the reason why Byrne had
to depart after issue #1. The attractive covers were drawn by
José Luis García-López. For further info, please see the article, “The Untold Legend of the Batman – The Origin That Did
Not Last” by Franck Martini in Back Issue #50 (August, 2011).
In 1981, the seasoned Gene Colan brought his artistic talents
over from Marvel Comics to become the main penciler on
Batman. His collaboration with writer Gerry Conway was highlighted by the re-introduction of Batman’s first “name” villains;
Doctor Death in Batman #345 and concluding in Detective
Comics #512 (March, 1982), as well as a darkly engrossing
engagement with the diabolical Monk, beginning in Detective
16

Comics #515 (artwork by Don Newton) and crossing over into
Batman #349-351 and Detective Comics #517-518 (June Sept., 1982). This uncommonly long, six-issue saga pushed
Batman and Robin to their limits as the Monk succeeded in

intriguing. However, the book struggled to breathe by being
bogged down with a heavy handed, verbose narrative and dialogue. And, the artwork was far too stylistic for this author’s
taste – with most characters being drawn in a rather bloated
and chubby, even silly manner by Miller, that suggests he may
have been poking fun at his chosen craft. The final issue did
present a very memorable cinematic scene where Batman
faced off against Superman, in direct hand-to-hand combat.
With the timely help of Oliver Queen (Green Arrow), who fired
several kyptonite encapsulated arrow heads directly at the Man
of Steel, that engulfed the otherwise indestructible Kryptonian
in a cloud of emerald mist, Batman was able to defeat the now
vulnerable hero with his hand on Superman’s throat. The fight
ended with Batman’s heart giving out – a clever ruse so that
he could continue to lead his growing underground operations
without the US government employing Superman once again
to thwart him. This complex and combustible relationship,
which focuses on the opposing mindsets of the two greatest
comic book heroes, would be further explored in Alex Ross’
epic saga, Kingdom Come (1996), as well as the upcoming
feature film, Batman vs. Superman: Dawn of Justice (2016).

transforming both heroes into blood sucking vampires, before
being cured via a total blood transfusion through the aid of the
saintly priest, Father Green. A return to Batman’s Gothic roots.

In any event, DKR was a smashing success among readers
and attracted the attention of a world wide audience, lighting
the way toward the far-reaching possibilities of expanding Batman, once again, beyond the foundational comic book format.

After his masterful run on the Daredevil series in the late 1970’s
and early 80’s, fan-favorite Frank Miller hopped over from Marvel Comics to write and pencil (with inks by Klaus Janson), perhaps the most recognized and celebrated story in the history of
the character, Batman The Dark Knight Returns or DKR (Feb.,
- June, 1986). This four-issue mini-series explored the future
life of Bruce Wayne after he had retired his cape and cowl,
only to recommit himself and redon his bat-mantle in an effort
to battle crime once again, which had only waxed worse and
worse in his absence. Miller said that the story was inspired
by the classic Clint Eastwood role of Inspector “Dirty” Harry
Callahan, especially the movie Sudden Impact (1983), in which
an aging Harry comes out of retirement to hunt down a ruthless gang of rapacious, murderous thugs. Miller explained to
interviewer Mark Borax in Comics Interview #31 (1986) that, “it
feels so much bigger than anything I’ve done. The whole world
is involved in what goes on. Comicbook writers have largely
avoided taking their material so seriously that they show what
its social consequences would be, and that particular question
is the most fascinating one for me in the series.”
In typical Miller fashion, this tale was dark and bleak with a
overtly pessimistic skepticism. No doubt, the story was most
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1987 ushered in the hero’s very first graphic novel, Batman
Son of the Demon (SOD). Brilliantly written by Mike W. Barr
and beautifully illustrated by Jerry Bingham, this sweeping
saga explored the unlikely alliance between Batman and his
arch-nemesis, Ra’s Al Ghul as they combined forces to track
down a mysterious international terrorist named Qayin. Batman’s complex romantic relationship with the beautiful Talia Al
Ghul was likewise explored like never before as the two consummated their marriage (one which took place in DC Special
Series #15, back in 1978), with Talia soon birthing a baby boy.
SOD is a true masterpiece in illustrative storytelling and Bingham’s classic art style hearkens back to such legends as Hal
Foster and Neal Adams – a must read for any Bat enthusiast!
Bingham’s painted oil cover for the hard cover edition ranks as
one of the most splendid and iconic images of Batman ever
created. This book sold out. In fact, it sold so well that it pushed
DC ahead of Marvel in direct market sales for the very first time
since 1971. All this, without DC doing much of any advertising
at all, due to the unorthodox and controversial idea of Batman
having a child with Talia – a character who would eventually
become widely utilized in future storylines.
Frank Miller followed up DKR with Batman: Year One in Batman #404-407 (Feb.,-May, 1987), with Miller scripting the story
and artwork by David Mazzuccehelli. The tale recounts the or-
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igin of Bruce Wayne becoming Batman, exploring his exploits
during the first year of his career and his various sub-plot relationships with Jim Gordon, District Attorney Harvey Dent, Selina Kyle and crime boss Carmine “The Roman” Falcone. Miller
also introduced Detective Sarah Essen, who ends up in a adulterous affair with Gordon. This is a well written and interesting
tale. However, the art falls short of the mark. Mazzuccehelli
seems to be trying to emulate Bob Kane’s style from the very
early years back in 1939, yet the effort does not ring true, as
did the superb rendition by Marshall Rogers a decade earlier.
Batman: Year Two followed soon after in Detective Comics
#575-578 (June-Sept., 1987), written by Mike W. Barr and penciled by Alan Davis and Todd McFarlane. This proved to be an
exciting and fully engaging tale as Batman must confront the
danger of a rival vigilante known as the Reaper – one whose
methods of dealing with criminals are much more lethal than
his own. In the first issue, Batman barely escapes with his life
after his first encounter with the deadly Reaper, crawling back
to Wayne Manor to be medically tended to by Leslie Thompkins. Barr also introduced a interesting love interest for Bruce
Wayne1 in the character Rachel Caspian and delved into the
life of the man who murdered Wayne’s parents so many years
ago, Joe Chill. Davis’ artwork for the first issue is a sure delight
to behold – clean, crisp and elegantly luxurious work that is

as to ravish Gordon as she laid unable to move, agonizing in a
pool of her own blood? The demented sexual and pornographic overtones were overt with Moore presenting the hero and
villain as, “mirror images of each other.” This is a warped mindset, which this author finds deplorable and absolutely absurd. It
is mind boggling to think that DC would be embarrassed at the
thought of Batman having a child in wedlock with Talia in SOD,
yet would be openly proud of such base trash as suggested by
Moore in this tale. Not to mention the climatic scene in which
Batman shares a laugh with the Joker, which is so ridiculously
out of character for the hero that it really is laughable.
The artwork for BKJ is good, but not great. Bolland’s rendering
is rather stiff and two-dimensional – sort of an updated version
of Kane’s classic take. The book was another successful seller
for DC. However, the script is so offensively off-base that it
pales in comparison to the far superior SOD.
Batman: The Cult (Aug.-Nov., 1988) is another prestige-format,
four-issue mini-series written by Jim Starlin and illustrated by
the “Master of the Macabre” himself, Bernie Wrightson. This
is a gritty and gripping action-thriller that revolves around the
machinations of false-prophet Deacon Blackfire, the leader

really tasteful and does genuine justice to the overall feel and
direction of the story. However, some unidentified editor dared
to alter the artwork and Davis protested vehemently. The artist
recalled in his interview in Modern Masters Volume One: Alan
Davis, “There was never a single major problem, it was the
accumulation of petty stuff. The last straw was when my art
was changed…It just seemed so ridiculous. I was given the
opportunity to redraw the pages myself, but I thought it was
wrong on so many levels and declined…It was the lost of trust.”
The remaining three issues were put in the hands of Todd McFarlane. This was a huge mistake since McFarlane’s art style
was so different from Davis’ that all continuity was blown to
smithereens. The change was so shockingly abrupt, that it
marred an otherwise outstanding effort. What could have been.
1988 saw the release of the one-shot, prestige format book,
Batman The Killing Joke (BKJ), written by Alan Moore and illustrated by Brian Bolland. This was a darkly disturbing, psychological thriller that explored the puzzling symbiotic relationship
between Batman and the Joker. Herein, the maniacal murderer
shoots Barbara Gordon, paralyzing her. He then proceeds to
undress the helpless woman and take photographs of his diabolical deed. Was Moore suggesting that the Joker went so far
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of a ragged band of derelict sewer dwellers who have kidnapped Batman and brainwashed him during his subterranean
captivity. Of course, Batman eventually escapes from his underground prison to bring Blackfire to justice. The artwork is
superb, as one would expect from an artist of Wrightson’s caliber, hearkening back to his classic rendition of the Gotham
Guardian in Swamp Thing #7 (Dec., 1973). This series helped
to remind the readers that Wrightson had been away far too
long from Batman, and we were very pleased to see his return.
The next notable event was, “A Death in the Family” story arc
that ran in Batman #426-429 (Dec., 1988 – Jan., 1989), written by Jim Starlin, penciled by Jim Aparo with covers by Mike
Mignola. What is significant about this storyline is that in it, the
Joker ruthlessly beats Robin (Jason Todd) to a bloody pulp,
who hangs on the verge of death. DC then gave readers, “voting rights” via a 900 number to decide if Jason would live or
die. Over 10,000 votes were cast, and by a narrow margin the
fans gave a “thumbs down.” Jason Todd perished. The writing
was decent, but the artwork is stiff and uninspired, very unlike
Aparo’s earlier work. It was becoming evident that the aging
artist skills were waning by this point in his career.
The summer of 1989 saw the release of the blockbuster movie
Batman (Warner Bros.), starring Michael Keaton as Batman,
Jack Nicholson as the Joker, Kim Basinger as Vicki Vale and
directed by Tim Burton. Even with the glaring miscast of Keaton in the title role, the film grossed over $400 million worldwide at the box office, propelled by an unprecedented surge of
“BATMANIA” so intensely potent, that this author has never experienced anything close to it, before or since. An amusing example of this was when I attended the movie on opening night

at Horton Plaza in San Diego and witnessed the moviegoers
sprinting with all their maniacal might into the theatre to seize
a seat just as they handed in their tickets. During this same
time, Bob Kane had another showing of his artwork at Galerie
Michael, located on famous Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills, CA.
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Batman: A Lonely Place for Dying was a five-issue story arc in
Batman #440-442 and The New Titans #60-61 (Oct. – Dec.,
1989), written by Marv Wolfman and George Perez with cover
art by Perez and interior artwork by Jim Aparo (pencils) and
Mike DeCarlo (inks). This tale provides an intriguing exploration into the complex psyche of Batman as he tries to cope
with the recent death of Jason Todd (the second Robin). Due
to the unrelenting grief and guilt that plague him, Batman descends into a deep depression and thus becomes much more
brutal and rash when dealing with the criminal denizens of Gotham City. This unwise tactic soon takes a painful and injurious toll on the traumatized hero, both mentally and physically.
Alarmed, young Tim Drake (having deducted the secret identities of Batman and Robin) seeks out the aid of Dick Grayson
(now Nightwing) in an attempt to reunite the Dynamic Duo to
try and pull Batman back from the depths of despair. In doing
so, Drake soon becomes the third Robin.
This is an excellent emotional tale, which hit directly upon a
heartfelt and timeless issue, exploring the vital importance of
Robin in Batman’s life. For, ever since his very first appearance way, way back in Detective Comics #38 (April, 1940), the
role of Robin has proved to be a refreshing bright beacon of
light and hope in Batman’s otherwise quite dark and brooding
mission to wage war on crime. Like a laughing bouncing ball
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full of limitless energy and fun, his ear-to-ear smile radiated
the perfect persona contrast to that of his grim guardian. And
why not? What young boy didn’t dream of donning the brightly
colored costume to fight along side his hero? In sum, the Boy
Wonder reflects a much deeper and heartfelt soul of existence
for Batman – that of compassionate mentor and protective parent. Robin personifies Batman’s very reason for being.
Batman: Arkham Asylum (Oct., 1989), is a graphic novel written by Grant Morrison and painted by Dave McKean. This
proved to be another dark and twisted psychological thriller.
Herein, the insane inmates, led of course by the Joker, have
taken control of the facility and threaten to murder the entire
staff, unless Batman agrees to meet with them. The tone of
the tale is heavy with occultic concepts, as Morrison admitted,
“[Arkham]’s themes were inspired by Lewis Carroll, quantum
physics, [Carl] Jung, and [Aleister] Crowley; its visual style by
surrealism, [Jean] Cocteau, [Antonin] Artaud, [Jan] Švankmajer, the Brothers Quay, etc. The intention was to create something that was more like a piece of music or an experimental
film than a typical adventure comic book. I wanted to approach
Batman from the point of view of the dreamlike, emotional and
irrational hemisphere, as a response to the very literal, ‘realistic’, ‘left brain’ treatment of superheroes which was in vogue
at the time, in the wake of [Batman] The Dark Night Returns,

Watchmen, and others.” Perhaps Morrison should have went
with a more traditional, “left side of his brain treatment” for
his troubling tale? By his own admission, his tale involved so
many extremely obscure subject matter and highly controversial teachings – Aleister Crowley was a self professed devil
worshiper and high ranking occultist – that it chokes the very
life from itself, being completely consumed by its own dense
darkness. The painted artwork is far too loose, obscure and
sketchy. The comic book medium does not lend itself very well
to surrealism and Avant-garde artwork. In short, this creative
team are endeavoring to be far too clever for their own good.
The “Batman: Knightfall” saga ran in Batman #492-500 and
Detective Comics #659-666 (April-Oct., 1993). These issues
featured scripts by Doug Moench (for Batman) and Chuck
Dixon (for Detective) with artwork by Norm Breyfogle and Jim
Aparo (in Batman) and Jim Balent, Graham Nolan and Breyfogle (in Detective). The covers were illustrated by Kelly Jones.
The story revolves around Batman who, after having to hunt
down and re-incarcerate nearly the entire inmate population
of Arkham Asylum, suffers extreme fatigue burnout. Physically and emotionally spent, he is attacked by the “venom”
(super-steroid) enhanced Bane, who consequently breaks
his back. The role of Batman is entrusted to Wayne’s apprentice, Jean-Paul Valley who displays increasingly violent and
unstable behavior, tarnishing Batman’s vaulted reputation.
Eventually, Wayne is healed through paranormal means and
is able to reclaim his rightful role as Batman. In retrospect and
the truth be told, this ambitious storyline appeared to be yet
another marketing ruse to simply sell more comics – just as the
“Death of Superman” saga was, which climaxed in Superman
Vol. 2 #75 (Jan., 1993). Both were published at the same time
with each seemingly to present the end of the careers of DC’s
two top flagship and most irreplaceable superheroes, only to
bring them back soon afterward. Yawn.
And then came the momentous, four-issue Elseworlds imprint mini-series epic, Kingdom Come (1996). Written by Mark
Waid and Alex Ross and fully painted in gouache by Ross,
Kingdom Come is a bonafide masterpiece. This apocalyptic
saga is storytelling at its very apex. It presents a richly interwoven and complex plot, packed with majestic heroes, fascinating supporting characters, which is superimposed with sophisticated subtext and lofty Biblical themes. Ultimately blessed
with stunning visuals, which are nothing short of breathtaking,
this saga is the truest testament to Ross’ extraordinary talent.
The story revolves around the God-like hero, the Spectre who
summons an elderly minister, Norman McCay to accompany
him as they bare witness to the unfolding of cataclysmic events
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The significance of this remarkable saga cannot be overstated.
While the quality of the writing and artwork is unsurpassed,
perhaps Ross summed up the universal theme of superheroes
most accurately when he said in Kingdom Come Revelations,
“The thing that separated the DC heroes from the rest was
that they were truly icons of virtue, and represented the best
that we could be. Their deeds were great not because of how
fantastic they were, but because of how good they were.”
“Batman: No Man’s Land,” was a massive storyline that ran
through the entire year of 1999, mainly in the titles Batman,
Detective Comics, Batman: Shadow of the Bat and Batman:
Legends of the Dark Knight, as well as other spin-off titles
serving as tie-ins. In total, “No Man’s Land” encompassed 80
regular monthly issues, four specials and the Batman: Harley
Quinn graphic novel. An entire slew of writers and artists were
employed to produce this complex epic. Gotham City suffers a
devastating earthquake – measuring a 7.6 on the rector-scale.
In response, the U.S. government declares Gotham City a “No
man’s Land,” and subsequently demolishes all bridges leading to the city, forbidding anyone from entering or leaving. The
saga delves in detail a period in the lives of the residents of the
city, covering many events from the period of isolation, until its
time of re-opening and the beginning of rebuilding. No doubt,
this is an interesting all-encompassing saga, but it suffers
and the impending catastrophic consequences of approaching
Armageddon. Superman is prompted out of self-exile to reform the Justice League to order to recruit, tame and train an
entirely new generation of super-powered meta-humans, who
are running amok and causing havoc among the populace.
Lex Luther has formed his own clandestine coalition, “The
Mankind Liberation Front” and has systematically brainwashed
the mighty Captain Marvel to be his personal bodyguard and to
act as his, “Most Marvelous Anti-Superman plan.” Batman has
infiltrated Luther’s group of would-be world dictators to learn
their motives and designs, while assembling a powerful force of
heroes himself, totally independent of Superman and the Justice League. The cantankerous relationship between these
two great leaders is touched upon when Norman asked his
divine guide, “Were they ever friends, Superman and Batman?
The way they bicker, it’s hard to tell.” The Spectre cryptically
responded, “Great minds do not always think alike. In their day,
they were the truest representatives of their kind…one, the zenith of human fortitude and ambition…the other, the pinnacle of
otherworldly power.” In the end, Superman and Batman must
either join forces to thwart the “evil of genocide,” as the Spectre
informs McCay, or face total annihilation. A super success both
financially and critically, Kingdom Come ranks as one of the
rare landmark events in the history of comic book publishing.
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In 2005, Warner Brothers decided to relaunch their tent-pole
franchise with the release of Batman Begins, starring Christian Bale as Bruce Wayne/ Batman, opposite Liam Neeson as
Ducard (Ra’s Al Ghul), Cillian Murphy as Dr. Jonathan Crane
(the Scarecrow), Tom Wilkinson as Carmine Falcone, Katie
Holmes as Rachel Dawes, Gary Oldman as Commissioner
James Gordon and Michael Caine as Alfred. This proved to be
a serious, no-nonsense approach to the mythos; well written,
superbly acted and expertly directed by Christopher Nolan - a
genuine ode to the darkly grim original version of the character
created by Bob Kane. One of the most impressive elements of
the movie is the unforgettable production design for Gotham
City, depicting a gritty, grimy concrete jungle of tangled twisted
steel, derelict buildings, moldering docks and dirty rain-slick
alleyways overflowing with debris, while just above, tattered
garments blow listlessly, like withered wraiths from sagging
clotheslines. In short, an oppressive and claustrophobic visual
assault of utter despair and despondency - a perfect Gotham!
Batman Begins grossed over $350 million and was followed up
by The Dark Knight (2008), which featured Heath Ledger as
the maniacal Joker and Aaron Eckhart as Harvey Dent/ TwoFace. Ledger’s portrayal of the Joker was disturbingly brilliant,

tremendously by the sheer volume of issues it crosses over in.
Thus, “Batman: No Man’s Land” becomes far too difficult to follow and marks yet, another silly marketing ploy that collapsed
under its own needless bloated weight.
“Batman: Hush” ran in Batman #608-619 (Dec., 2002 - Sept.,
2003). It is a enthralling, 12-part saga written by Jeph Loeb
and drawn by fan-favorite, Jim Lee. In an interview by Jennifer
M. Contino for the Comic Book Marketplace #104 (July, 2003),
Lee explained, “’Hush’ is a story about a mysterious, powerful
villain who is masterminding a grand plan to bring about the
defeat of Batman. Not just in a physical way but in a psychological way.” Many of Batman’s past supporting cast of friends
and foes make appearances, the most notable of which is Superman, who portrays another important role in the life of Batman. The storyline also introduces renowned brain surgeon,
Thomas Elliot - a childhood friend of Bruce Wayne - who likewise plays a significant part in the plot. The book is highlighted
with some truly breathtaking watercolor panels that Lee incorporated for the various flashback scenes from Batman’s past.
Hush was both a financial and critical success.
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earning him an Academy Award for the, “Best Performance
by an actor in a supporting role.” Sadly, Ledger died just a
few months before being honored with this most prestigious
award. This movie is quite superb in nearly every aspect, save
for director Nolan’s inexplicable departure from Gotham City’s
uniquely brilliant production design, so wonderfully established
in the first film. For, it is painfully obvious that the city portrayed
herein is Chicago, with the landmark Chicago River running
through the downtown metropolis in various scenes. Nonetheless, this movie was a bonafide blockbuster, grossing over $1
billion at the box office.
The Dark Knight Rises (2012), was the final film of this trilogy
and, by far, the weakest. This story featured Tom Hardy as
Bane, Anne Hathaway as Selina Kyle/ Catwoman and Marion
Cotillard as Miranda/ Talia. By this time, Nolan seemed a bit
bored with the franchise, as the story lacks both the quality
and insightfulness of the first two films. The characters are
both boring and unimaginative, while the plot is simply silly,
demanding a suspension of disbelief that is absolutely absurd.
And yet, this bloated mess was the most financially successful
of the three films, grossing over $1 billion worldwide. Go figure.

Warner Brothers will soon release Batman v Superman: Dawn
of Justice (2016), the most recent and ambitious foray yet,
starring Henry Cavill as Clark Kent/ Superman, Ben Affleck
as Bruce Wayne/ Batman and directed by Zack Snyder. Once
again, this film promises to touch upon the incendiary diametric
relationship between the two titans. The clash of powerful ideologies, opposing worldviews and varied mindsets like never
before seen on screen. This movie will also introduce the Amazon warrior, Wonder Woman (portrayed by Gal Gadot) to the
franchise. The movie should prove to be a lot fun.
All in all, Batman has enjoyed a most memorable and meaningful career during his past 77 years. Batman has benefited from
having some of the very best writers and artists to ever grace
the comic book medium. His rogue’s gallery is second-to-none.
His tragic origin tale is timeless, gut-wrenching and emotionally unforgettable. He began in the humble comic book format,
but soon branched out to syndicated newspaper strips, feature
films and serials, live action and animated TV series along with
a massive myriad of merchandising items such as T-shirts, action figures, toys, lunch boxes, posters, lithographs, Slurpee
cups, you name it. In truth, Batman is an indelible and undeniable part of Americana. A force for good. An icon of virtue.
He is, and always has been, one of us.
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